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2-ALGEBRAS AS NONCOMMUTATIVE BLOW-UPS.
DENNIS PRESOTTO
Abstract. The goal of this note is to first prove that for a well behaved Z2-
algebra R, the category QGrpRq :“ GrpRq{TorspRq is equivalent to QGrpR∆q
where R∆ is a diagonal-like sub-Z-algebra. Afterwards we use this result
to prove that the Z2-algebras as introduced in [12] are QGr-equivalent to a
diagonal-like sub-Z-algebra which is a simultaneous noncommutative blowup of
a quadratic and a cubic Sklyanin algebra. As such we link the noncommutative
birational transformation and the associated Z2-algebras in [13] and [12] with
the noncommutative blowups as in [14] and [19].
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1. Introduction
Throughout this note R is a Z2-algebra over some algebraically closed field k.
(See §3 for the definition of Z2-algebras. We refer the interested reader to [16] for
a more thorough introduction to G-algebras). Following tradition [5] we associate
a noncommutative projective scheme ProjpRq to a Z2-algebra R whenever R is
sufficiently well behaved (e.g. a Noetherian Z2-algebra satisfying some analogue of
generation in degree 1, see Definition 3.2). ProjpRq is defined via its category of
“quasicoherent sheaves”:
QcohpProjpRqq :“ QGrpRq “ GrpRq{TorspRq
where GrpRq is the category of graded right R-modules and TorspRq is the full sub-
category of torsion R-modules. In this way these Z2-algebras give non-commutative
generalizations of bi-homogeneous algebras.
Multi-homogeneous algebras (i.e. Zn-graded algebras with with n ą 1) appear
frequently in the literature [6, 7, 9, 17, 18]. These multi-homogeneous algebras
S inherit many properties from diagonal subalgebras S∆. Moreover to each multi-
homogeneous algebra S one associates a projective scheme pMultiqProjpSq and given
1
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suitable conditions on S this projective scheme coincides with pMultiqProjpS∆q (see
for example [18, Lemma 1.3]). For a bi-homogeneous algebra such a diagonal subal-
gebra is simply a Z-graded algebra and as such pMultiqProjpSq is isomorphic to the
Proj of a graded algebra. In §3 we generalize this result to the level of Z2-algebras
and prove (Theorem 3.5) that for sufficiently well behaved Z2-algebras R the cate-
gory QGrpRq is equivalent to QGrpR∆q where R∆ is a diagonal-like sub-Z-algebra.
Using more abstract techniques, a similar result was obtained independently by
Lowen, Ramos-Gonza´lez and Shoikhet in [10].
Our main application of Theorem 3.5 is to the Z2-algebras appearing in [12].
These Z2-algebras were constructed when investigating the noncommutative ver-
sions of the standard birational transformation P1 ˆ P1 99K P2 as in [13]. Such a
noncommutative P1 ˆ P1 99K P2 is obtained from an inclusion of Z-algebras
Aˇ1 ãÑ Aˇp2q
where A1 a quadratic Sklyanin algebra, A is a cubic Sklyanin algebra, Aˇ1 and Aˇ
are their associated Z-algebras and Aˇp2q is the second Veronese algebra of Aˇ (i.e.
Aˇ
p2q
i,j “ Aˇ2i,2j :“ A2j´2i).
Recall from [2] that quadratic and cubic Sklyanin algebras are classified using
triples of geometric data pY,L, σq where Y is a smooth elliptic curve, L is a line
bundle on Y and σ P AutpY q. It was shown in [3] that there is a 1-1-correspondence
between points of Y and point modules of ApY,L, σq. The inclusion Aˇ1 ãÑ Aˇp2q
is compatible with these geometric data in the sense that Y “ Y 1 and that the
inclusion is constructed starting from some point p P Y .
In [12] it was shown that there is an inclusion (constructed starting from two
points p1, q1)
Aˇ ãÑ Aˇ1
such that the composition Aˇ ãÑ Aˇp2q and Aˇ1 ãÑ Aˇ1p2q induce the identity on the
associated function fields FracpAq0 and FracpA
1q0. This was done by investigating
a Z2-algebra A˜ “containing” both A and A1 as respectively a column and row.
In §5 and §6 we check that A˜ satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.5. As such
QGrpA˜q – QGrpA˜∆q for each diagonal-like Z-algebra A˜∆.
Finally in §7 we focus on a specific ∆. For this ∆ the methods in [12] provide
us with inclusions
(1) A˜∆ ãÑ Aˇ
p4q and A˜∆ ãÑ Aˇ
1p3q
We show that these inclusions are simultaneously compatible with the 1-periodicity
of Aˇp4q and Aˇ1p3q. As such there is a graded algebra T for which Tˇ – A˜∆ and the
inclusions in (1) give rise to inclusions T ãÑ Ap4q and T ãÑ A1p3q. Finally we check
that these inclusions give T the construction of a noncommutative blowup Ap4qppq
and A1p3qpp1 ` q1q as in [14], resulting in our main result:
Theorem 1.1. Let A, A1, p, p1, q1 and A˜ be as above, then A and A1 contain a
common blowup Ap4qppq – T – A1p3qpp1`q1q and there is an equivalence of categories
QGrpA˜q – QGrpT q
Remark 1.2. With the exception of the equivalence of categories the above result
was announced independently by Rogalski, Sierra and Stafford in [15, Theorem 1.7].
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Remark 1.3. In [13] one considers a noncommutative version of the Cremona trans-
form P2 99K P2. Such a noncommutative Cremona transform is given by an inclu-
sion Aˇ1 ãÑ Aˇp2q where A and A1 are quadratic Sklyanin algebras. This inclusion
is constructed with respect to some divisor d. The methods in [12] provide an
“inverse” inclusion Aˇ ãÑ Aˇ1
p2q
with respect to some explicit divisor d1. Moreover
analogously to op.cit one can construct a Z2-algebra A˜ containing both A and A1.
It is a straightforward check that the results in §5 and §6 are also applicable to
these Z2-algebras. If one choses ∆piq “ pi, iq computations analogous to the ones
in §7 show that A and A1 contain a common blowup Ap3qpdq – T – A1p3qpd1q and
there is an equivalence of categories
QGrpA˜q – QGrpT q
In order to avoid unnecessary difficult notations, we have chosen to only focus on
the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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3. Diagonal-like subalgebras
Throughout this section R is a Z2-algebra over some field k. I.e. R is a k-algebra
together with a decomposition
R “
à
pi,jq,pm,nqPZ2
Rpi,jq,pm,nq
such that addition is degree-wise and multiplication satisfies
Rpa,bq,pi,jqRpi,jq,pm,nq Ă Rpa,bq,pm,nq and Rpa,bq,pc,dqRpi,jq,pm,nq “ 0 whenever pc, dq ‰ pi, jq
Moreover there are local units epi,jq P Rpi,jq,pi,jq such that for each x P Rpa,bq,pm,nq :
epa,bqx “ x “ xepm,nq
A graded R-module is an R-module M together with a decomposition
M “
à
pi,jqPZ2
Mpi,jq
such that the R-action on M satisfies
Mpi,jqRpi,jq,pm,nq ĂMpm,nq and Mpi,jqRpa,bq,pm,nq “ 0 if pa, bq ‰ pi, jq
We denote GrpMq for the category of graded R-modules. In this section we also
make the assumption that R is Noetherian in the sense that GrpRq is locally
Noetherian, moreover we assume that each Rpi,jq,pm,nq is a finite dimensional vec-
torspace and Rpi,jq,pi,jq “ k.
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Notation 3.1. Let R be a Z2-algebra. Then we denote R` for the Z
2-subalgebra:
pR`qpi,jq,pm,nq “
#
Rpi,jq,pm,nq if i ď m and j ď n
0 else
Definition 3.2. Let R be a Z2-algebra and let R` be as above. We say that R`
is generated in degree p0, 1q and p1, 0q if each homogeneous element in R` can be
written as a product of elements of degree p0, 1q or p1, 0q. I.e.:
@i, j,m, n P Z, i ă m, j ď n : Rpi,jq,pi`1,jq bRpi`1,jq,pm,nq Ñ Rpi,jq,pm,nq is surjective
and
@i, j,m, n P Z, i ď m, j ă n : Rpi,jq,pi,j`1q bRpi,j`1q,pm,nq Ñ Rpi,jq,pm,nq is surjective
Definition 3.3. Let R be a Z2-algebra such that R` is generated in degree p0, 1q
and p1, 0q and let M be a graded R-module. We say M is right-upper-bounded if
there exist i0, j0 P Z : @i ě i0, j ě j0 : Mpi,jq “ 0. M is said to be torsion if it
is a direct limit of right-upper-bounded modules. We denote TorspRq for the full
subcategory of torsion modules in GrpRq.
The assumption that R is Noetherian implies that TorspRq is a Serre subcategory
of GrpRq and as such we can define a quotient category
QGrpRq :“ GrpRq{TorspRq
The main result of this section is that we can understand QGrpRq in terms of
diagonal-like sub-Z-algebras of R.
Definition 3.4. Let ∆ : Z Ñ Z2 and let R be a Z2-algebra, then we denote R∆
the induced Z-subalgebra:
pR∆qi,j :“ R∆piq,∆pjq
We say ∆ (or R∆) is diagonal-like if for all pa, bq P Z
2 there is an i P Z such that
pa, bq ď ∆piq with ď the product order on Z2.
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a Z2-algebra and let R∆ be a diagonal-like sub-Z-algebra.
Then there is an equivalence of categories
(2) QGrpRq – QGrpR∆q
Proof. There is a restriction functor F : GrpRq Ñ GrpR∆q defined by F pMqi :“
M∆piq. F obviously maps torsion modules to torsion modules and hence induces a
functor F : QGrpRq Ñ QGrpR∆q.
Next we define a right exact functorG : GrpR∆q Ñ GrpRq by settingGpeiR∆q “ e∆piqR
at the level of objects. As HomR∆peiR∆, ejR∆q and HomRpe∆piqR, e∆pjqRq are both
canonically isomorphic toR∆pjq,∆piq, G : HomR∆peiR∆, ejR∆q Ñ HomRpe∆piqR, e∆pjqRq
is chosen to be the identity at the level of homomorphisms. We now claim that G
sends torsion modules to torsion modules. As G is right exact and commutes with
direct sums, it is compatible with direct limits. As such, it suffices to check that
G sends finitely generated, right bounded R∆-modules to right-upper-bounded R-
modules. For this let M be a finitely generated, right bounded R∆-module. There
is a resolution à
m
eimR∆
f
Ñ
n0à
n“0
ejnR∆ ÑM Ñ 0
Z
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and there is a u0 P Z such that f is surjective in all degrees u with u ě u0. Moreover
we can assume u0 ě jn for all n. Now write ∆pu0q “ pa0, b0q. The fact that R` is
assumed to be generated in degree p0, 1q and p1, 0q implies that the induced map
Gpfq :
à
m
e∆pimqRÑ
n0à
n“0
e∆pjnqR
is surjective in all degrees pa, bq with a ě a0, b ě b0. This implies GpMqpa,bq “ 0
for all such a, b, hence GpMq is right-upper-bounded. In particular the functor
G : GrpR∆q Ñ GrpRq induces a functor G : QGrpR∆q Ñ QGrpRq.
It is immediate that G ˝ F “ Id. By Lemma 3.6 below it now suffices to check
that F pGpe∆piqRqq “ e∆piqpRq. This is however obvious.

Lemma 3.6. The collection te∆piqR | i P Zu (or rather the set of corresponding
objects in QGrpRq) forms a set of generators for QGrpRq.
Proof. As the collection tepm,nqR | m,n P Zu forms a set of generators for GrpRq
and hence also for QGrpRq it suffices to show that every epm,nqR is a quotient of a
direct sum of objects e∆piqR in QGrpRq. For this fix some m,n P Z. We claim that
there are surjective maps (in QGrpRq)
epm`1,nqR
‘N Ñ epm,nqR(3)
and
epm,n`1qR
‘N 1 Ñ epm,nqR(4)
Assume these claims. As we ∆ was assumed to be diagonal-like, there exist integers
a, b, i P Z such that a, b ě 0 and ∆piq “ pm` a, n` bq. In particular the surjective
maps (3) and (4) give rise to a surjective map e∆piqR
‘N2 Ñ epm,nqR. Hence the
lemma follows from the claims.
We now prove the claims. As both claims are similar we only prove (3). For this
let N “ dimkpHompem`1,nR, em,nRqq “ dimkpRpm,nq,pm`1,nqq. As we assumed R
to be positively generated in degree (1,0) and (0,1) there is a map
epm`1,nqR
‘N Ñ epm,nqR
in GrpRq whose cokernel lives in degrees px, yq with either x ď m or y ă n. As such
this cokernel is torsion and the induced map in QGrpRq is surjective. 
4. Summary of the constructions in [13] and [12]
Throughout the following sections k is assumed to be an algebraically closed field
of characteristic zero.
In this section we briefly recall the constructions in [13] and [12] necessary to un-
derstand the proof of Theorem 1.1. We refer to these papers for all unexplained
notations. Three dimensional Artin-Schelter regular algebras generated in degree 1
provide important examples of noncommutative surfaces. They were defined in [1]
and it was shown that they are either generated by 3 elements satisfying 3 relations
of degree 2 (the quadratic case) or 2 generators satisfying 2 relations of degree 3
(the cubic case). For use below we define pr, sq to be respectively the number of
generators and the degrees of the relations. Thus pr, sq “ p3, 2q or p2, 3q depending
on whether the algebra is quadratic or cubic.
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Three dimensional Artin-Schelter regular algebras were classified in [2] in terms
of geometric triples pY,L, σq. Our main focus lies on quadratic and cubic “Sklyanin
algebras” of infinite order. In this case Y is a smooth elliptic curve, L is a line
bundle of degree s and σ : Y Ñ Y is an infinite order morphism given by a trans-
lation. It is customary to write τ :“ σs`1. Moreover for each Sklyanin algebra
A “ ApY,L, σq there exists a central element g P As`1 such that A{gA – BpY,L, σq
where BpY,L, σq is the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring ([4]) with respect to
pY,L, σq.
In [13] a noncommutative version of the classical birational transformation P1ˆ
P
1
99K P
2 was constructed as an inclusion
(5) γ : Aˇ1 ãÑ Aˇp2q
where A “ ApY,L, σq is a cubic Sklyanin algebra, A1 a quadratic Sklyanin algebra
and Aˇ and Aˇ1 are their associated Z-algebras. (i.e. Aˇi,j :“ Aj´i and multiplication
in Aˇ is defined in the obvious way). The inclusion in (5) is constructed starting
from a point p P Y . More concretely: one defines X “ QGrpAq and introduces a
category of bimodules BimodpX´Xq. Of particular importance are the bimodules
oXp1q (corresponding to degree shifting in A) andmp (the ideal “sheaf” of the point
p). We refer the interested reader to [19, Chapter 3] for a thorough introduction to
bimodules. The inclusion (5) is then obtained by the following identifications
Aˇ –
à
m,nPZ
HomXpOXp´nq,OXp´mqq(6)
Aˇ1 –
à
m,nPZ
HomXpOXp´2nq,OXp´2mq bmτ´mp . . .mτ´n`1pq(7)
The identification in (7) is obtained by noticing that the right hand side is gener-
ated in degree 1, has the correct Hilbert series and has a quotient isomorphic to
BˇpY,Lb σ˚Lp´pq, ψq where ψ : Y Ñ Y is some automorphism such that ψ3 “ σ4.
In [12] it was shown that there is an inclusion
(8) δ : Aˇ ãÑ Aˇ1
such that the composition γ˝δ : Aˇ ãÑ Aˇp2q and δ˝γ : Aˇ1 ãÑ Aˇ1p2q induce the identity
on the associated function fields. This was done by investigating the following Z2-
algebra A˜:
A˜pi,jq,pm,nq :“
#
HomXpOXp´m´ 2nq,OXp´i´ 2jqmτ´jp . . .mτ´n`1p if n ą j
HomXpOXp´m´ 2nq,OXp´i´ 2jqq if n ď j
The construction of the inclusion (8) is then based upon the following observations:
i) A˜pi,0q,pm,0q – Ai,m
ii) A˜p0,jq,p0,nq – A
1
j,n
iii) A˜pi,jq,pm,nq Ă Api`2j,m`2nq, hence A˜ contains no non-trivial zero-divisors (be-
cause A is a domain).
iv) dimk
´
A˜pi,jq,pi`1,j´1q
¯
“ 1
We let δpi,jq be a nonzero element in A˜pi,jq,pi`1,j´1q. Then (8) is of the form
(9) A˜pi,0q,pm,0q Ñ δ
´1
p1,i´1q . . . δ
´1
pi,0qA˜pi,0q,pm,0qδpm,0q . . . δp1,m´1q Ă A˜p0,iq,p0,mq
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The fact that γ ˝ δ and δ ˝ γ induce the identity on the function fields of A and A1
is based upon the following observations: One can fix nonzero elements γpi,jq in the
1-dimensional vectorspace A˜pi,jq,pi`2,j´1q such that (5) is actually of the form
(10) A˜p0,iq,p0,mq Ñ γ
´1
p2i´2,1q . . . γ
´1
p0,iqA˜p0,iq,p0,mqγp0,mq . . . γp2m´2,1q Ă A˜p2i,0q,p2m,0q
Conversely it was shown that
(11) Aˇ –
à
pi,jq
HomX1pO
1
Xp´2jq,OX1p´2iq bmdi . . .mdj q
where X 1 “ QGrpA1q and
di “
#
τ´jp1 if i “ 2j
τ´jq1 if i “ 2j ` 1
(12)
where p1, q1 P Y are defined by the following relations in PicpY q:
p` τq1 „ rLs
p` p1 „ rσ˚Ls(13)
Moreover the obvious inclusion (induced by (11))
Aˇ –
à
pi,jq
HomX1pO
1
Xp´2jq,OX1p´2iqbmdi . . .mdj q Ă
à
pi,jq
HomX1pO
1
Xp´2jq,OX1p´2iqq – Aˇ
1p2q
coincides with (9). These facts are combined in [12] to conclude that γ ˝ δ and δ ˝ γ
induce the identity on the function fields of A and A1.
Finally for further use in this paper we recall from [12] that the Z2-algebra B˜
was defined as
B˜pi,jq,pm,nq :“
#
ΓpY, σ˚pi`2jqLσ˚pi`2j`1qL . . . σ˚pm`2n´1qLp´τ´jp´ . . .´ τ´n`1pqq if n ą j
ΓpY, σ˚pi`2jqLσ˚pi`2j`1qL . . . σ˚pm`2n´1qLq if n ď j
and there is a morphism A˜ Ñ B˜ which is an epimorphism in the first quadrant
([12, Lemma 8.9])
5. The Z2-algebras as in [12] are Noetherian.
In this section we show that the Z2-algebras A˜ as introduced above are Noe-
therian (in the sense that GrpA˜q is locally Noetherian). In order to prove that A˜
is Noetherian we work through B˜. By construction there is a surjective Z2-algebra
morfism A˜` Ñ B˜` (recall Notation 3.1). We first check that in sufficiently high
degrees this map is given by killing a certain collection of “normalizing” elements
tgpi,jqu. I.e. we prove the following
Lemma 5.1. With the notations as above:
(1) For all i, j P Z the map A˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q Ñ B˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q has a one dimen-
sional kernel. Let gpi,jq be a nonzero element in this kernel.
(2) For all a ě 2, b ě 1 the kernel of A˜pi,jq,pi`a,j`bq Ñ B˜pi,jq,pi`a,j`bq is given
by gpi,jqA˜pi`2,j`1q,pi`a,j`bq “ A˜pi,jq,pi`a´2,j`b´1qgpi`a´2,j`b´1q.
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Proof. p1q follows from Lemma 5.3.
In order to prove p2q we only prove the first equality. The second equality is
analogous. Now for each i, j P Z take
gpi,jq P ker
´
A˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q Ñ B˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q
¯
zt0u
The following diagram shows gpi,jqA˜pi`2,j`1q,pi`a,j`bq Ă ker
´
A˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q Ñ B˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q
¯
0
gpi,jqk b A˜pi`2,j`1q,pi`a,j`bq gpi,jqA˜pi`2,j`1q,pi`a,j`bq
A˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q b A˜pi`2,j`1q,pi`a,j`bq A˜pi,jq,pi`a,j`bq
B˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q b A˜pi`2,j`1q,pi`a,j`bq B˜pi,jq,pi`2,j`1q b B˜pi`2,j`1q,pi`a,j`bq B˜pi,jq,pi`a,j`bq
0 0
Hence it suffices to show that the alternating sum of the dimensions of the spaces
in the right column equals zero. This again follows form Lemma 5.3. 
Corollary 5.2. The collection tgpi,jqui,jPZ is normalizing in the sense that if a P A˜pi`2,j`1q,pm,nq
then there exists a unique a1 P A˜pi,jq,pm´2,n´1q such that gpi,jqa “ a
1gpm´2,n´1q. As
such, for every right A˜-module M one can consider the right A˜-module Mg defined
by pMgqpi,jq :“Mpi´2,j´1qgpi´2,j´1q.
Lemma 5.3.
dimk
´
A˜pi,jq,pi`a,j`bq
¯
“
#
a2`4ab`2b2`4a`6b`4
4
for a, b ě 0, a even
a2`4ab`2b2`4a`6b`3
4
for a, b ě 0, a odd
and
dimk
´
B˜pi,jq,pi`a,j`bq
¯
“
#
2a` 3b for a, b ě 0, pa, bq ‰ p0, 0q
1 for pa, bq “ p0, 0q
Proof. For B˜ the equality is trivial as this corresponds to calculating sections of
line bundles on an elliptic curve. For A˜ the computation is done in a similar way
as in [13, §6]. 
In §6 we will slightly generalize the arguments in [4, §3] to show
Theorem 5.4. B˜` is Noetherian.
Using this result as well as Lemma 5.1 we can prove
Z
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Theorem 5.5. A˜ is Noetherian
Proof. Obviously the objects epi,jqA˜ generated GrpA˜q, hence it suffices to show that
these are Noetherian. Let
(14) M0 ĂM1 Ă . . . Ă epi,jqA˜
be an ascending chain of right A˜ modules. We need to show that this sequence
stabilizes. This is done in two steps. First we show the existence of an N0 P N
such that pMnqpi`a,j`bq “ pMN0qpi`a,j`bq holds for all n ě N0, ab ď 0. This is
based on Noetherianity of A and A1. Next we show the existence of an N1 P N such
that pMnqpi`a,j`bq “ pMN1qpi`a,j`bq holds for a, b ě 0. Which is heavily based on
Theorem 5.4. (This also explains why we only need Noetherianity of B˜ in the first
quadrant in Theorem 5.4).
Step 1: Convergence of
`
pMnqpi`a,j`bq
˘
nPN
for ab ď 0
As the cases a ď 0 and b ď 0 are analogous, we only prove the case a ď 0. Moreover
without loss of generality we can assume i “ j “ 0. Recall that A˜pm,nq,pm´1,n`2q
is a 1-dimensional vector space and that δpm,nq is a nonzero element in this vector
space. Moreover as A˜ has no non-trivial zero divisors in the sense that
@a, b, i, j,m, n P Z, x P A˜pa,bq,pi,jq, y P A˜pi,jq,pm,nq : xy “ 0ñ x “ 0_ y “ 0
multiplication by these elements defines embeddings of vectorspaces. By the di-
mension count in Lemma 5.3 the embeddings
A˜p0,0q,pa,bq ãÑ A˜p0,0q,pa´1,b`2q : x ÞÑ xδpa,bq
are in fact isomorphisms. Moreover these isomorphisms induce embeddings
pMnqpa,bq ãÑ pMnqpa´1,b`2q. In particular if we define M
c
n Ă e0A
1 via
pM cnqm :“ tx P A
1
0,m – A˜p0,0q,p0,mq | xδ
c P pMnqp´c,m`2cqu
(where we used the shorthand notation δc “ δp0,mqδp´1,m`2q . . . δp´c`1,m`2c´2q.)
we find an ascending chain of A1-submodules of e0A
1. (The A1-structure follows
from the fact that A1m,m1 “ A˜p0,mq,p0,m1q is isomorphic to A˜p´c,m`2cq,p´c,m1`2cq via
δ´cp¨ ¨ ¨ qδc). As A1 is Noetherian this sequence must stabilize. I.e. for each n there
is a natural number cn such that M
cn
n “ M
c
n holds for all c ě cn. Moreover (14)
induces
M c0
0
ĂM c1
1
Ă . . . Ă e0A
1
This chain must stabilize as well. In particular there is someN such thatM cnn “M
cN
N
holds for all n ě N . Going back to (14) and the definition of M cn one sees that
cN ě cn must hold for all n ě N . HenceM
c
n “M
c
N for all n ě N, c ě cN . Similarly
the (finitely many!) chains of inclusions
M00 ĂM
0
1 Ă . . . Ă e0A
1
M10 ĂM
1
1 Ă . . . Ă e0A
1
...
M cN´1
0
ĂM cN´1
1
Ă . . . Ă e0A
1
must similtanuously stabilize. Hence there exists a N0 P N such that M
c
n “ M
c
N0
holds for all n ě N0 and all c P N. But this is exactly the same as
@n ě N0, a ď 0, b P Z : pMnqpa,bq “ pMN0qpa,bq
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Step 2: Convergence of
`
pMnqpa,bq
˘
nPN
for a, b ě 0
Let A˜` be defined as in Notation 3.1 and define Mn,pě0,ě0q via
(15)
`
Mpěa,ěbq
˘
“
#
Mpi,jq if i ě a, j ě b
0 else
then
`
pMn,pě0,ě0qq
˘
nPN
defines an ascending chain of A˜`-submodules of ep0,0qA˜`.
Hence it suffices to show that every A˜`-submodule of ep0,0qA˜` is finitely generated
in the sense that it can be written as a quotient of some finite direct sum of projec-
tive generators
n0à
n“1
epin,jnqA˜`. This is shown in a similar way as in [2, Lemma 8.2]:
By way of contradiction suppose that there is some submodule L Ă ep0,0qA˜`
which is not finitely generated. Using Zorn’s Lemma L can be chosen maximal
with respect to the inclusion of submodules. The quotient A “ ep0,0qA˜`{L as well
as all its submodules must hence be finitely generated. Now consider the following
diagram
0 L ep0,0qA˜` A 0
0 L ep0,0qA˜` A 0
¨g ¨g ¨g
Applying the Snake Lemma (and the fact that the gpi,jq are normalizing, non-zero
divisors) provides an exact sequence
0Ñ K Ñ L{Lg
ǫ
Ñ ep0,0qA˜`{gp0,0qA˜`
where K “ kerpA
¨g
Ñ Aq. As mentioned above, all submodules of A are finitely
generated, hence K is finitely generated. We also claim impǫq Ă ep0,0qA˜`{gp0,0qA˜`
is finitely generated. From this claim it follows that L{Lg is finitely generated as
an extension of finitely generated modules and hence L is finitely generated as well
(as the elements gpi,jq live in strictly positive degrees). Thus it suffices to prove the
claim. First we prove the existence of a map
n1à
n“1
epin,jnqA˜` Ñ impǫq
which is surjective in degrees pa, bq with a ě 2, b ě 1. Note that the elements in
impǫq living in these degrees actually form a B˜`-submodule by Lemma 5.1. By
Theorem 5.4 it must be finitely generated as a B˜`-module and hence also as an
A˜`-module. Next we prove the existence of a map
(16)
n2à
n“1
epin,jnqA˜` Ñ impǫq
which is surjective in degrees pa, bq with a ă 2 or b “ 0. Note that pimpǫqpa,0qqaPN
forms an A-submodule of e0A. Hence there is an epimorphism
m2à
m“1
epimqAÑ pimpǫqpa,0qqaPN
Z
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giving rise to a map
(17)
m2à
m“1
epim,0qA˜` Ñ impǫq
which is surjective in degrees pa, 0q. Similarly we can construct an m12 P N and a
map
(18)
m1
2à
m“1
ep0,jmqA˜` Ñ impǫq
which is surjective in degrees p0, bq. Finally using the fact that pA˜`qp1,bq,p1,b1q is
isomorphic to pA˜`qp0,b`2q,p0,b1`2q – A
1
b`2,b1`2 via δ
´1p¨ ¨ ¨ qδ, we get a structure for
pimpǫqp1,bqqbPN as a A
1 submodule of e0A
1. Hence there is a surjection
m2
2à
m“1
epjmqA
1 Ñ pimpǫqp1,bqqbPN
Note that we can assume jm ě 2 for all m such that we find a map
(19)
m2
2à
m“1
ep1,jm´2qA˜` Ñ impǫq
which is surjective in degrees p1, bq. Finally combining (17), (18) and (19) we find
the required map (16), proving the claim.

6. Ample Z2-sequences and Noetherianity of B˜`
This goal of this section is to prove a Z2-version of [4, Theorem 1.4]. For this we
introduce some ad hoc definitions:
Definition 6.1. Let Y be a Noetherian variety. A projective Z2-sequence on Y
consists of two collections of line bundles tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ satisfying
(20) Lpi,jqGpi`1,jq “ Gpi,jqLpi,j`1q
Remark 6.2. We refer to these Z2-sequences as “projective” because they obviously
generalize projective sequences as in [11]
Of particular importance are ample Z2-sequences:
Given a projective Z2-sequence tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ, we associate a sheaf of
Z
2-algebras B to it via
(21)
Bpi,jq,pm,nq “
$’’’&’’%
Lpi,jqLpi`1,jq . . .Lpm´1,jqGpm,jqGpm,j`1q . . .Gpm,n´1q if i ď m, j ď n`
Lpm,jqLpm`1,jq . . .Lpi´1,jq
˘´1
Gpm,jqGpm,j`1q . . .Gpm,n´1q if i ą m, j ď n
Lpi,jqLpi`1,jq . . .Lpm´1,jq
`
Gpm,nqGpm,n`1q . . .Gpm,j´1q
˘´1
if i ď m, j ą n`
Lpm,jqLpm`1,jq . . .Lpi´1,jq
˘´1 `
Gpm,nqGpm,n`1q . . .Gpm,j´1q
˘´1
if i ą m, j ą n
We also associate a Z2-algebra B “ B
`
tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ
˘
to the sequence
via
(22) Bpi,jq,pm,nq “
#
ΓpY,Bpi,jq,pm,nqq if i ď m, j ď n
0 else
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Definition 6.3. Let tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ be a projective Z
2-sequence and let
B be the associated sheaf of Z2-algebras, then we say the sequence is an ample
sequence if for each coherent sheaf F on Y and for each i, j P Z there exist i0, j0 P Z
such that
HqpY,F bY Bpi,jq,pm,nqq “ 0
holds for all q ą 0 and m ě i0, n ě j or m ě i, n ě j0.
The following is immediate
Proposition 6.4. With the notation as in §4: define Lpi,jq “ σ
˚pi`2jqL and
Gpi,jq “ σ
˚pi`2jqLσ˚pi`2j`1qLp´τ´jpq. Then tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ is an ample
Z
2-sequence and B
`
tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ
˘
“ B˜`.
Proof. It is obvious that B˜` equals the Z
2-algebra associated to the sequence and
that (20) is satisfied. It only remains to show that the associated sheaf of Z2-
algebras B satisfies the condition in Definition 6.3. For this let F be a coherent
sheaf on Y . As Y is a nonsingular elliptic curve, [8, Exercice II.6.11(c)] gives us
the existence of a line bundle L and a torsion sheaf T together with a short exact
sequence:
0Ñ L‘r Ñ F Ñ T Ñ 0
where r is the rank of F . As T is torsion, its support is zero dimensional and hence
T b Bpi,jq,pm,nq has no higher cohomology. In particular
HqpY,F b Bpi,jq,pm,nqq – H
qpY,Lb Bpi,jq,pm,nqq
‘r
Again using the fact that Y is one dimensional, we only need to show H1pY,L b
Bpi,jq,pm,nqq “ 0 for sufficiently highm,n. By Riemann-Roch the latter follows when
degpL b Bpi,jq,pm,nqq ě 2g ´ 2 where g is the genus of Y . Finally this condition is
satisfied for m,n big enough as degpBpi,jq,pm,nqq is a strictly increasing in function
of the variables m and n. 
In particular Theorem 5.4 follows from Proposition 6.4 and the following:
Theorem 6.5. Let tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ be an ample Z
2 sequence on a Noether-
ian, projective scheme Y , then B :“ B
`
tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ
˘
is Noetherian in
the sense that GrpBq is a locally Noetherian category.
Remark 6.6. It was shown in [6] that, under suitable conditions, twisted bi-homogeneous
coordinate rings are Noetherian. The p ˇ´ q-construction which turns graded alge-
bras into Z-algebras can be generalized to turn bi-homogeneous algebras into Z2-
algebras, tri-homogeneous algebras into Z3-algebras, etc. Moreover it is not hard
to see that in this way we can turn a twisted bi-homogeneous coordinate ring into a
Z
2-algebra of the form (22). As such Theorem 6.5 is a generalization of [6, Theorem
5.2].
The proof of Theorem 6.5 follows from a chain of lemmas:
Lemma 6.7. Let F be a coherent sheaf on Y , then for all i, j P Z : F bBpi,jq,pm,nq
is generated by its global sections for sufficiently large m,n, in the sense that there
exist i0, j0 P Z such that F bY Bpi,jq,pm,nq is generated by global sections whenever
m ě i, n ě j0 or m ě i0, n ě j
Proof. This is a straightforward generalization of [4, Proposition 3.2.ii and Lemma
3.3]. 
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Lemma 6.8. We have two pairs of functors between GrpBq, GrpBq and QcohpY q:
GrpBq GrpBq
Ąp´q :“ ´bB B
Γ˚ :“
À
nPZ ΓpY, p´qnq
QcohpY q
p´qp0,0q
´bY ep0,0qB
Moreover these satisfy the following properties:
(1) p´qp0,0q and ´ bY ep0,0qB are quasi-inverses and define an equivalence of
categories
(2) Ąp´q is left adjoint to Γ˚
(3) Γ˚ is exact modulo torsion modules
(4) Let M P GrpBq and define M :“ Γ˚pĂMq. Then there is a natural map
M ÑM , moreover the kernel and cokernel of this map are torsion.
(5) Ąp´q is exact
Proof. (1) This is standard and follows from the fact that B is strongly graded
(i.e. Bpa,bq,pi,jqBpi,jq,pm,nq “ Bpa,bq,pm,nq holds for all a, b, i, j,m, n P Z).
(2) The functor Ąp´q is defined by considering B as well as each graded B-
module as constant sheaves on Y . As such B obtains a natural left B-
structure. The fact that Ąp´q is left adjoint to Γ˚ follows immediately from
this construction.
(3) Analogous to [4, Lemma 3.7.(ii)]
(4) The existence of the natural map M Ñ M follows from the adjunction in
(2). The fact that the kernel and cokernel are torion are a straightforward
generalization of [4, Lemma 3.13.(i) and (iii)]
(5) Analogous to [4, Lemma 3.13.(iv)] (also using [4, Lemma 3.7.(iii)])

Remark 6.9. The above lemma implies that up to isomorphism any graded B-
module M can be written as F bY ep0,0qB for some quasi-coherent sheaf F . In the
special case that F is coherent, M is called coherent as well.
Corollary 6.10. Let M be a coherent B-module. Then there exist i, j, n P Z, n ě 0
such that M is a quotient of
`
epi,jqB
˘‘n
Proof. There is a coherent sheaf F such that M “ F bY ep0,0qB. By Lemma 6.7
there are i, j P Z such that F b Bp0,0q,pi,jq is generated by global sections. As such
M is a quotient of ΓpY,F b Bp0,0q,pi,jqq bk epi,jqB 
Lemma 6.11. For each i, j P Z,@a, b P ZY t´8u we have that
`
epi,jqB
˘
pěa,ěbq
is
finitely generated. (Recall: the notation Měa,ěb was introduced in (15))
Proof. (inspired by [4, p.261-262])
Without loss of generality we assume i “ j “ 0. Moreover replacing a, b by
maxpa, 0q, maxpb, 0q we can assume a, b ě 0. By Lemma 6.7 there is an m0 ě a
such that Bp0,0q,pm0,bq is generated by sections. I.e. there is a short exact sequence
0Ñ F Ñ Bp0,0q,pm0,bq bk OY Ñ Bp0,0q,pm0,bq Ñ 0
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As tLpi,jqui,jPZ, tGpi,jqui,jPZ is an ample sequence (see Definition 6.3) there is m1 ą
m0 such that H
1pY,FbY Bpm0,bq,pm,nqq “ 0 for allm ě m1 and n ě b. In particular,
applying Γ˚ to the above sequence provides a surjective morphism for all m ě m1
and n ě b
Bp0,0q,pm0,bq bk Bpm0,bq,pm,nq ։ Bp0,0q,pm,nq
I.e. the natural map
Bp0,0q,pm0,bq bk epm0,bqB Ñ
`
ep0,0qB
˘
pěa,ěbq
is surjective in degrees pm,nq with m ě m1 and n ě b. Similarly there is a n0 ě b
and n1 ą n0 such that
Bp0,0q,pa,n0q bk epa,n0qB Ñ
`
ep0,0qB
˘
pěa,ěbq
is surjective in degrees pm,nq with m ě a and n ě n0. Combining the above two
morphisms we find a surjective morphismà
aďmăm1
bďnăn1
Bp0,0q,pm,nq bk epm,nqB ։
`
ep0,0qB
˘
pěa,ěbq
As dimkpBp0,0q,pm,nqq ă 8 for all m,n this finishes the proof. 
Lemma 6.12. Let 0ÑM ÑM 1 ÑM2 Ñ 0 be an exact sequence in GrpBq.
(1) If M and M2 are finitely generated, then so is M 1.
(2) If M 1 is finitely generated and there exist a, b, c, d P Z such that M2pi,jq “ 0
if i ě c and j ě d or if i ă a or if j ă b (i.e. there exists a N P GrpBq
such that M2 “ Npěa,ěbq{Npěc,ědq), then M is finitely generated.
Proof. (1) This is standard.
(2) By induction it suffices to show the lemma in case c “ a, d “ b ` 1 or
c “ a ` 1, d “ b. Without los of generality we may assume the latter, i.e.
M2pi,jq “ 0 if i ‰ a or j ă b. As M
1 is finitely generated there exists as
surjective morphism
(23)
Nà
n“1
epin,jnqB ։M
1
For each n, consider the composition
epin,jnqB ÑM
2
As this is a morphism of B-modules, it can only be nonzero if in “ a, jn ě
b. Moreover for each such n,
`
epa,jnqB
˘
pěa`1,ějnq
is finitely generated by
Lemma 6.11, say
(24)
xn,0à
xn“1
epixn ,jxn qB ։
`
epa,jnqB
˘
pěa`1,ějnq
Combining the above we obtain a morphism
(25)
¨˚
˝ Nà
n“1
in‰a or jnăb
epin,jnqB
‹˛‚‘
¨˚
˝ Nà
n“1
in“a,jněb
˜
xn,0à
xn“1
epixn ,jxn qB
¸‹˛‚ÑM
and by construction this morphism is surjective in all degrees pi, jq for which
i ‰ a or j ă b.
Z
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Now consider the Z-algebra B1 defined by
B1n,m :“ Bpa,b`nq,pa,b`mq
By construction B1n,m is the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring with
respect to the ample sequence
`
Gpa,b`nq
˘
nPZ
. It is standard that B1 is a
Noetherian Z-algebra (see for example [4] or [11]). Moreover define B1-
modules L and L1 by
Lm :“Mpa,b`mq and L
1
m “M
1
pa,b`mq
Recall that M 1 was finitely generated as in (23). For each n we know that`
epin,jnqB
˘
pěa,ěbq
is finitely generated, say
un,0à
un“1
epiun ,jun qB ։
`
epin,jnqB
˘
pěa,ěbq
As such we obtain that L1 is finitely generated. For the interested reader
we mention that the explicit surjective morphism is given by
Nà
n“1
¨˚
˝ un,0à
un“1
iun“a,juněb
ejun´bB
1‹˛‚։ L1
As B1 is Noetherian, L Ă L1 is finitely generated as well, say
v0à
v“1
ejvB
1
։ L
The induced morphism
(26)
v0à
v“1
epa,b`jvqB ։M
is surjective in all degrees pi, jq with i “ a, j ě b. Combining (25) and (26)
we obtain that M is finitely generated as required.

The following lemma will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 6.5:
Lemma 6.13. Let M P GrpBq be such that ĂM is coherent, then for each a, b P Z:
M pěa,ěbq is a finitely generated graded B-module.
Proof. (inspired by [4, Lemma 3.17]) As M˜ is coherent, Corollary 6.10 provides us
with i, j, n P Z, n ě 0 and a surjective morphism`
epi,jqB
˘‘n
։ M˜
Let K be the kernel of this morphism. Then we have a long exact sequence
0Ñ Γ˚pKq
f
Ñ epi,jqB
‘n ÑM Ñ H1pKq
Truncation turns this into an exact sequence
0Ñ cokerpfqpěa,ěbq ÑM pěa,ěbq Ñ H
1pKqpěa,ěbq
cokerpfqpěa,ěbq is finitely generated as a quotient of epi,jqB
‘n
pěa,ěbq, which in turn
is finitely generated by Lemma 6.11. K is coherent as a B-submodule of epi,jqB
‘n,
hence by the definition of an ample sequence, H1pKqpěa,ěbq is concentrated in
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finitely many degrees. As Y is projective, H1pKqpěa,ěbq is finite dimensional and
in particular finitely generated. The result now follows from Lemma 6.12. 
We can now finish the proof of the main theorem of this section
Proof of Theorem 6.5. As tepi,jqB | i, j P Zu obviously serves as a set of generators
for GrpBq it suffices to show that these modules are Noetherian. Hence let M be a
submodule of some epa,bqB. By Lemma 6.8(5) this induces an embedding
M˜ ãÑ epa,bqB
As such M˜ is coherent and Lemma 6.13 implies M pěa,ěbq is a finitely generated
module. As M “ Mpěa,ěbq the natural map M Ñ M factors through M pěa,ěbq.
Now consider the diagram
M epa,bqB
M pěa,ěbq epa,bqB
As the upper horizontal arrow and the right vertical arrow are injective, so is the
left vertical arrow. We obtain a short exact sequence
(27) 0ÑM ÑM pěa,ěbq Ñ
`
M{M
˘
pěa,ěbq
Ñ 0
By Lemma 6.8(4) we have that M{M and hence also
`
M{M
˘
pěa,ěbq
is torsion.
Being a quotient of a finitely generated module,
`
M{M
˘
pěa,ěbq
is also finitely gen-
erated and hence concentrated in finitely many degrees. In particular there exist
c, d P Z such that
´`
M{M
˘
pěa,ěbq
¯
pi,jq
“ 0 for i ą c, j ą d. As such (27) satisfies
the assumptions in Lemma 6.12, implying M is finitely generated. 
7. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1.1. For this we fix the notations
A,A1, γ, δ, Y,L, σ, p, p1, q1, A˜ and B˜ as in §4. As a result of Theorem 5.5 we can
apply Theorem 3.5 to the Z2-algebra A˜. Hence for each diagonal-like ∆ : Z Ñ Z2
there is an equivalence of categories QGrpA˜q – QGrpA˜∆q. Throughout this section
we focus on a specific choice of ∆: ∆piq “ p2i, iq. For this choice of ∆ we have the
following:´
A˜∆
¯
i,j
“ A˜p2i,iq,p2j,jq “
#
HomXpOXp´4jq,OXp´4iqmτ´ip . . .mτ´j`1p if j ě i
0 else
In particular there is an obvious inclusion
(28) A˜∆ ãÑ
­pAp4qq
Moreover ­pAp4qq is 1-periodic as it is induced by the graded algebra Ap4q. The
equality
oXp4qmd “ mτdoXp4q
Z
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implies that A˜∆ is compatible with this 1-periodicity. I.e. there is a graded algebra
T such that A˜∆ “ Tˇ and (28) is induced by an inclusion
T ãÑ Ap4q
By construction T is the subalgebra of Ap4q generated by the elements in A
p4q
1
“ A4
whose images in Ap4q{g lie in ΓpY,Lσ˚Lσ˚2Lσ˚3Lp´pqq. This is exactly the defi-
nition of the noncommutative blow-up Ap4qppq as in [14].
Next we need to show that A˜∆ “ Tˇ can also be seen as a noncommutative blow-
up of A1. I.e. we need to show the existence of a divisor d1 such that T “ A1p3qpd1q.
We claim that d1 “ p1 ` q1 with p1 and q1 as in (13) will do the job. First note that
(29) δ´2ip´qδ2j : pA˜∆qi,j “ A˜p2i,iq,p2j,jq Ñ A˜p0,3iq,p0,3jq – A
1
3i,3j
defines an inclusion Tˇ “ A˜∆ ãÑ
~A1p3q. We need to show that (up to replacing the
δpi,jq by some scalar multiples) (29) is compatible with the 1-periodicity of
~A1p3q and
Tˇ such that there is an induced inclusion T ãÑ A1p3q. To this we need to show that
the periodicity isomorphisms A˜p0,3iq,p0,3jq – A˜p0,3i`3q,p0,3j`3q and A˜p2i,iq,p2j,jq –
A˜p2i`2,i`1q,p2j`2,j`1q, induced by A
1p3q and T respectively, are compatible in the
sense that the following diagram commutes
(30)
A˜p2i,iq,p2j,jq A˜p0,3iq,p0,3jq
A˜p2i`2,i`1q,p2j`2,j`1q A˜p0,3i`3q,p0,3j`3q
δ´2ip´qδ2j
– –
δ´2i´2p´qδ2j`2
As all morphisms in the above diagram are compatible with the algebra structure
of A˜ and as T and A1 are generated in degree 1, it suffices to check that the above
diagram commutes for j “ i` 1.
Recall that there is a central element g1 P A13 such that A
1{g1A1 – B1 where B1
is the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of pY,Lb σ˚Lp´pq, ψq. Let g1j be the
corresponding element in Aˇ1j,j`3. Then for each i there is an exact sequence
(31) 0Ñ kg13i Ñ A˜p0,3iq,p0,3i`3q Ñ B˜p0,3iq,p0,3i`3q Ñ 0
Similarly by Lemma 5.1 for each i there is an element gp2i,iq P A˜p2i,iq,p2i`2,i`1q
together with an exact sequence
(32) 0Ñ kgp2i,iq Ñ A˜p2i,iq,p2i`2,i`1q Ñ B˜p2i,iq,p2i`2,i`1q Ñ 0
Now if we let δpi,jq be the image of δpi,jq under A˜pi,jq,pi´1,j`1q Ñ B˜pi,jq,pi´1,j`1q
then we see that (29), (31) and (32) are compatible in the sense that there is a
commutative diagram:
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0 kg1
3i A˜p0,3iq,p0,3i`3q B˜p0,3iq,p0,3i`3q 0
0 kgp2i,iq A˜p2i,iq,p2i`2,i`1q B˜p2i,iq,p2i`2,i`1q 0
δ´2ip´qδ2j δ´2ip´qδ2j δ
´2i
p´qδ
2j
Hence in order to prove commutativity of (30) it suffices to prove commutativity
of the following two diagrams:
(33)
B˜p2i,iq,p2i`2,i`1q B˜p0,3iq,p0,3i`3q
B˜p2i`2,i`1q,p2j`2,j`1q B˜p0,3i`3q,p0,3i`6q
δ
´2i
p´qδ
2i`2
– –
δ
´2i´2
p´qδ
2i`4
and
(34)
kgp2i,iq kg
1
3i
kgp2i`2,i`1q kg
1
3i`3
δ´2ip´qδ2i`2
– –
δ´2i´2p´qδ2i`4
We first focus on (33). The left vertical arrow is given by
τ˚ : ΓpY, σ˚4iLσ˚p4i`1qL . . . σ˚p4i`3qLp´τ´ipqq Ñ ΓpY, σ˚4i`4L . . . σ˚p4i`7qLp´τ´i´1pqq
A closer investigation of the 1-periodicity of ~B1p3q shows that the right vertical
arrow in (33) factors as
(35) B˜p0,3iq,p0,3i`3q
τ˚
ÝÑ B˜p2,3i`1q,p2,3i`4q
ϕ
ÝÑ B˜p0,3i`3q,p0,3i`6q
where ϕ is given by multiplication by a nonzero section of´
σ˚p6i`4qLσ˚p6i`5qLp´τ´3i´1p´ τ´3i´2pq
¯´1 ´
σ˚p6i`11qLσ˚p6i`12qLp´τ´3i´4p´ τ´3i´5pq
¯
As δpm,nq is a nonzero section of σ
˚pm`2nqLp´τ´jpq, we can (after inductively
changing the δp1,aq by a scalar multiple) assume that the morphism`
δp1,3i`2q
˘´1 `
δp2,3i`1q
˘´1
p´qδp2,3i`4q δp1,3i`5q : B˜p2,3i`1q,p2,3i`4q Ñ B˜p0,3i`3q,p0,3i`6q
coincides with ϕ for all i. Next note that τ˚ maps kδpm,nq “ B˜pm,nq,pm´1,n`1q
to B˜pm`2,n`1q,pm`1,n`2q “ kδpm`2,n`1q. Hence (after changing the δp1`2b,a`bq and
δp2`2b,a`bq by a scalar multiple by induction on b) we can assume
(36) τ˚δpm,nq “ δpm`2,n`1q
In particular (33) commutes as it factors as follows:
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B˜p2i,iq,p2i`2,i`1q B˜p0,3iq,p0,3i`3q
B˜p2i`2,i`1q,p2j`2,j`1q B˜p2,3i`1q,p2,3i`4q B˜p0,3i`3q,p0,3i`6q
δ
´2i
p´qδ
2i`2
– τ˚ τ˚
–
δ
´2i
p´qδ
2i`2
δ
´2
p´qδ
2
“ ϕ
Next we focus on commutativity of (34). The right vertical arrow in (34) can be
described as follows: write g1
3i as a product of elements in Aˇ
1
3i,3i`1 “ Bˇ13i,3i`1,
Aˇ13i`1,3i`2 “ Bˇ13i`1,3i`2 and Aˇ13i`2,3i`3 “ Bˇ13i`2,3i`3, apply ϕ˝τ
˚ : Bˇ1pm,m`1q Ñ
Bˇ1pm`3,m`4q on each of the 3 factors, then g
1
3i`3 is the product of these 3 new
elements. This remark together with (36) shows that the commutativity of (34)
reduces to the following claim:
if gp2i,iqδp2i,iqδp2i´1,i`1q “ a0 ¨a1 ¨a2 for an P A˜p2i,i`nq,p2i,i`n`1q “ B˜p2i,i`nq,p2i,i`n`1q
then gp2i`2,i`1qδp2i`2,i`1qδp2i`1,iq “ τ
˚a0 ¨ τ
˚a1 ¨ τ
˚a2.
As each there are embeddings
(37) A˜pi,jq,pm,nq ãÑ Aˇi`2j,m`2n
it suffices to check the claim in Aˇ. For this denote x for the image of some x P A˜
under the embedding (37). Consider the equality
(38) gp2i,iq ¨ δp2i,iq ¨ δp2i´1,i`1q “ a0 ¨ a1 ¨ a2
As δp2i,iq, δp2i´1,i`1q, a0, a1 and a2 lie in Bˇ the 4-periodicity morphism Aˇm,n Ñ
Aˇm`4,n`4 sends them to τ
˚δp2i,iq, τ
˚δp2i´1,i`1q, τ
˚a0 “ τ
˚a0, τ
˚a1 “ τ
˚a1 and
τ˚a2 “ τ
˚a2. Moreover by (36)
τ˚δpi,jq “ τ
˚δpi,jq “ δpi`2,j`1q “ δpi`2,j`1q
Finally notice that by construction gp2i,iq is the element in Aˇ4i,4i`4 corresponding
to the central element g P A4, as such Aˇ4i,4i`4 Ñ Aˇ4i`4,4i`8 sends it to gp2i`2,i`1q.
In particular the 4-periodicity of Aˇ turns the equality (38) into
gp2i`2,i`1q ¨ δp2i`2,i`1q ¨ δp2i`1,iq “ τ
˚a0 ¨ τ
˚a1 ¨ τ
˚a2
proving our claim and hence showing commutativity of (34) and hence of (30). As
mentioned above this implies that the inclusion (29) induces an inclusion
T ãÑ A1p3q
Our goal is to understand the image of this inclusion. As T is generated in degree
1, it suffices to understand the image of
T1 – A˜p0,0q,p2,1q
¨δ2
ÝÑ A˜p0,0q,p0,3q – A
1
3
As was mentioned above this image contains g1 and the image of T1 Ñ A
1
3 Ñ A
1
3{g
1
is the same as the image of
¨δp2,1qδp1,2q : B˜p0,0q,p2,1q Ñ B˜p0,0q,p0,3q – B
1
3
Following the computations in [12, §8.2] δp2,1qδp1,2q is a nonzero global section of
σ˚p´1qLσ˚p´2qLp´τ´1p´ τ´2p´ q1 ´ p1q
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where p1, q1 are as in (13).
Hence T is the subalgebra of A1p3q generated by the elements of A13 whose image in
B13 “ ΓpY,Lσ
˚p´1qLσ˚p´2qLp´p´ τ´1p´ τ´2pqq
lies in
B13 “ ΓpY,Lσ
˚p´1qLσ˚p´2qLp´p´ τ´1p´ τ´2p´ q1 ´ p1qq
Hence T is isomorphic to the noncommutative blow up ([14]) A1p3qpp1`q1q as desired.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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